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Fitness to Stand Trial and Criminal Responsibility Assessments in Canada: Improving Access to Qualified Mental Health Professionals

Preamble

The Canadian Psychological Association (CPA) is the national association for the science, practice and education of psychology in Canada. The assessment of fitness to stand trial and the assessment of criminal responsibility are key activities necessary to the administration of justice at the interface of mental health and the law. Canadian psychologists have the expertise and scope of practice in the areas of forensic and correctional psychology required to perform these assessments. Given this expertise, the fact that physicians who undertake this work routinely rely on assessments done by psychologists, and the fact that in Canada psychologists outnumber psychiatrists 4:1, designating appropriately qualified psychologists to undertake this work independently will serve the public good. The CPA is advocating for psychologists to be designated under the Criminal Code of Canada (CCC) to perform assessments of fitness to stand trial and criminal responsibility.

Background

Fitness to stand trial and criminal responsibility assessments are two types of forensic mental health evaluations that can be ordered by Canadian courts when an accused person is charged with a criminal offence. To address these issues, Canadian courts have typically relied on physicians, in most cases psychiatrists, to provide an expert opinion that may assist the legal system. Although section 672 of the CCC allows for “any other person who has been designated by the Attorney General as being qualified to conduct an assessment of the mental condition of the accused under an assessment order” to complete these assessments, there has been no such addition of other disciplines. In other sections of the CCC and the Youth Criminal Justice Act (YCJA), the language about who can perform court-ordered assessments is different from section 672. For example, psychologists are included in section 760 of the CCC in relation to dangerous offender assessments. For youth forensic assessments, section 34 of the YCJA defines a “qualified person” as “a person duly qualified by provincial law to practice medicine or psychiatry or to carry out psychological examinations or assessments.” In our opinion, fitness to stand trial and criminal responsibility evaluations require an expert professional that has specialized training and knowledge in the assessment of mental disorders.

Psychologists are sometimes involved in fitness to stand trial and criminal responsibility assessments in Canada, either in provincial forensic mental health systems as members of multidisciplinary teams, or as independent practitioners in the community. Current roles include providing diagnostic assessments, malingering assessments, or second opinions on the psycholegal questions of fitness or criminal responsibility. Assessments of fitness to stand trial and criminal responsibility are, in essence, a form of capacity assessment: for the former, does the accused have the capacity to understand the criminal justice process and participate meaningfully in the proceedings and, for the latter, at the time of the crime was the accused able to formulate the requisite intention for the crime in terms of knowing right
from wrong. For findings of unfitness or absence of criminal responsibility, the incapacity must be a result of mental disorder. Conducting capacity assessments and assessing mental disorder have long been the purview of psychologists. In provincial courts, judges have permitted testimony from psychologists to inform the determination of criminal responsibility\(^6\) and fitness to stand trial.\(^7\)

**Accessibility Issues**

According to the CCC, there are specific timelines for completion of fitness to stand trial (seven days) and criminal responsibility (30 days) assessments ordered by the court.\(^8\) In practice, however, assessment timeframes can exceed these deadlines.\(^9,10,11\) Accused persons taking part in these assessments typically have some type of severe and persistent mental illness. If a qualified mental health professional is not available to conduct the assessment, there can be significant delays for the accused person waiting in custody to proceed with his or her legal case.\(^12,13\) When the courts request a fitness to stand trial or criminal responsibility evaluation, the accused person should have access to a qualified forensic mental health professional who can complete the assessment in a competent and timely manner. Failure to provide such access may contribute to delays in case processing and thereby compromise the accused’s *Charter* right to be tried within a reasonable time, the rules of which the Supreme Court recently delineated in *R. v. Jordan* (2016)\(^14\) and *R. v. Cody* (2017).\(^15\)

In our opinion, psychologists who practice in the area of forensic clinical psychology have the training, expertise, and skills needed to perform these assessments for the courts. For example, psychologists are able to assess and diagnose mental disorders – competency that is directly related to providing an opinion about fitness to stand trial and criminal responsibility. They also have expertise in evaluating mental status, cognitive functioning, and personality disorders; these topics are often encountered in court-ordered assessments. To complete fitness to stand trial and criminal responsibility assessments, psychological testing can be quite useful to help answer the psycholegal question. Psychologists have developed several validated measures of fitness to stand trial,\(^16\) criminal responsibility,\(^17\) personality and psychopathology,\(^18\) and malingering.\(^19\) More generally, psychologists who have trained and practiced in clinical forensic psychology receive and provide training in how to analyze the nexus between the clinical data and legal issues in order to address the psycholegal question.

As part of fitness to stand trial assessments, evaluators routinely offer opinions regarding feasibility of restoration and recommendations regarding treatment for the restoration of fitness. The most common form of intervention for individuals found Unfit to Stand Trial is psychotropic medication to target the symptoms of mental disorder impairing the defendant’s competence related functional abilities; psychologists are trained to identify when pharmacological intervention should be considered and referral to a psychiatrist to provide such treatment is warranted. Psychologists with training in clinical forensic psychology can recognize when other forms of intervention for the restoration of fitness may be helpful, such as educational treatment programs developed to increase the defendant’s legal knowledge or individualized programs to target his or her symptoms of mental disorder or fitness specific deficits. Moreover, they have provided these forms of fitness restoration interventions.\(^20\)
FITNESS TO STAND TRIAL AND CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY ASSESSMENTS

At present, the skills and expertise of clinical psychologists with forensic training are underutilized in Canada. In the United States, psychologists have been considered qualified to conduct assessments for the federal and lower-level courts in the areas of competency to stand trial (i.e., fitness to stand trial) and criminal responsibility for many years. Designating psychologists as qualified to perform these assessments in Canada would significantly increase the number of mental health professionals that are available to the courts, as “psychologists are Canada’s largest group of specialized and regulated mental health providers, outnumbering psychiatrists about 4:1.”

Recommendations

We respectfully recommend that the following changes be considered by the federal government:

- In section 672.1 of the Criminal Code, we propose a change to the definition of “assessment” to say, “assessment means an assessment by a qualified mental health professional, and any incidental observation or examination of the accused.”

- Similarly, to the Youth Criminal Justice Act, we propose that “qualified mental health professional” is defined as: “a person duly qualified by provincial law to practice psychiatry or a person duly qualified by provincial law to practice psychology.”

- Beyond these basic requirements, we also strongly recommend that a qualified mental health professional, whether a psychiatrist or psychologist, should have specialized knowledge and expertise in forensic mental health assessment in order to conduct evaluations under section 672 of the CCC.

Our recommendations are based upon several factors that we consider important in the court-ordered assessment process. First, psychologists have the training and expertise to conduct assessments of fitness and criminal responsibility. Psychologists have in fact developed many of the forensic assessment instruments upon which psychiatry relies to assess these legal issues. Second, amending the wording of the CCC will improve access to mental health professionals for accused persons, courts, and provincial forensic mental health systems. With the inclusion of psychologists and psychiatrists in the definition, courts and accused persons will have access to a larger group of forensic mental health professionals to complete these assessments. In provincial forensic mental health systems, the inclusion of psychologists in these assessments may assist administrators in taking advantage of existing resources, especially in geographical areas where there are few professionals with forensic mental health expertise. Third, changing the definitions in section 672 may help provide more consistency in the language within the CCC and between the CCC and YCJA. Aiming for consistent language across legislation can help provide clarity to judges and lawyers in determining which mental health professionals are qualified to conduct forensic assessments for the courts. Finally, not all mental health professionals have specialized knowledge and expertise in the area of forensic mental health. Amending the CCC and YCJA to require that those conducting forensic mental health evaluations be both a qualified mental health professional and have specialized knowledge and expertise in forensic mental health assessment help ensure that
courts and accused persons with severe mental illnesses receive services that are evidence-based and meet community standards of care.
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